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Patsy Cline may be a charter member 
of Hillbilly Heaven, but her celestial 

cachet is broader than that. She’s in the 
rarefied firmament of genre and era- 

transcending singers, along with Frank 
Sinatra, Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald 

and Elvis Presley. More than 40 years 
after her death, that captivating voice 

hits the ear—and the heart—with 
undiminished immediacy and authority. 

Patsy may no longer be with us, but she’s a bona fide phenomenon nonetheless—remarkable 

considering the fact that all but one of her classics were recorded within a 15-month period, and 

her entire body of work consists of barely over 100 tracks, every one of them produced by the 

great Owen Bradley, whose sensibility perfectly complemented her own. Cline didn’t write her 

own material, she simply took over every song she sang with a depth of understanding as 

profound as it was natural. 



When Ellis Nassour, author of the definitive 1985 biography, Patsy Cline: Honky Tonk Angel, 

was asked to list the reasons for Cline’s continuing popularity, he replied, “Her voice really 

delivered the full intent of what the songwriters wrote, and [it was enhanced by] the quality and 

innovation lavished on her sessions by the real genius behind Patsy, Owen Bradley. No one 

sings a torch song like Patsy. It’s like she’s living her own story.” 

Born Virginia Patterson Hensley on Sept. 8,1932, Patsy began singing in front of people while 

still in high school in Winchester, Virginia. Although a 1948 audition in Nashville failed to bear 

fruit, she kept at it, and in 1954, after becoming a regular on Town And Country Time, a radio 

show out of Washington, D.C., she signed a deal with Four Star Records. Her first single, “A 

Church, A Courtroom And Then Goodbye,” was one of four songs cut at her first recording 

session with Bradley. The song unknowingly foreshadowed her 1952 divorce from Gerald Cline; 

later that year, she married Charlie Dick but decided—wisely—to retain Cline as her stage name. 

Cline’s contract stipulated that she could only record songs from the Four Star publishing catalog, 

and her first four singles, on which she was saddled with subpar material, caused nary a ripple. 

That all changed in 1952, when Decca (which distributed Four Star) issued “Walkin’ After Midnight,” 

a sultry tune written by Don Hecht and Alan Block that turned out to be the lone plum in a bushel 

of Four Star lemons. “Walkin’,” which Patsy had introduced on the nationally televised Arthur 

Godfrey Talent Scouts show, not only soared to #2 on the country chart, it crossed over to pop, 

bringing the little-known cowgirl a passel of big-city acclaim. In 1961, she cut a more 

cosmopolitan version of “Walkin’”; the re-recording is the one most fans are familiar with because 

of its appearance on the 10-million-selling Greatest Hits, but this retrospective contains the 

original single, along with its B-side, “A Poor Man’s Roses (Or A Rich Man’s Gold]’’ (#14 country), 

rather than the recut versions of the two songs. 

While the Four Star catalog produced no more hits for her, Cline’s world opened dramatically in late 

1960 when she signed directly with Decca (later renamed MCA), whose Nashville operation was 

then run by Bradley. In her first session for the label, on November 16, she cut three songs, one of 

which was “I Fall To Pieces,” penned by the esteemed country songsmiths Harlan Howard and Hank 

Cochran. Using her controlled vibrato, deft phrasing, laser-like projection and the trademark catch in 

her throat to vividly express the unmitigated yearning of the lyric, Cline turned in one of the most 

memorable performances of the 20th century. The record went straight to #1 on the country charts, 

peaked at #12 pop and permanently lodged itself in the collective consciousness. 

Amazingly, Cline and Bradley duplicated the feat nine months later with her striking 

interpretation of “Crazy,” composed by a young up-and-comer from Texas, Willie Nelson. While 

the song’s premise paralleled that of “Pieces,” it offered a more knowing attitude toward 

romantic obsession than its predecessor, a vibe that was underscored by Floyd Cramer’s world- 

weary piano, with its signature slip notes. More amazingly, Patsy recorded the song just two 

months after a head-on collision in which she was thrown through the windshield of her 

brother’s car, suffering serious facial injuries, a dislocated hip and a broken wrist; she was in the 

hospital for five weeks. 

“Crazy” became Patsy’s lone top 10 pop hit, rising to #9, but the stature of the performance 

extends far beyond chart position; indeed, “Crazy” is said to be the most-played jukebox single 

of all time. The follow-up, a lush and heart-rending interpretation of Hank Cochran’s “She’s Got 

You” (#1 country, #14 pop), proved to be a fitting culmination to this trilogy of longing. 

For the Decca recordings, Bradley had but three tracks to work with, one for the instruments, 

another for the backing vocals and the third for Patsy’s lead. There was no room for error, no fixing 

in the mix. A session typically started with Bradley teaching a song to his team of musicians and 

then working up the arrangement on the fly. When he was satisfied that the parts were right and 

the microphones were capturing all the elements in the proper balance, the producer summoned 

Patsy, who strode to her position in the middle of the studio with her game face on, surrounded 

by the players, the Jordanaires (who also sang back-ups on numerous Presley records) and 

frequently a string section. Then the tape would roll, the players would be cued, and Cline would 

call on that extraordinary vocal instrument of hers and let it pour out of her—the tears rolling 

down her cheeks when she was particularly moved by the song she was singing. After a few 

takes, the performances came together and the job was finished—at which point the principals 

immediately went to the next song (frequently, three or four tunes were cut during a single 

session). A few weeks later, the song was on the radio and in jukeboxes around the country. Yes, 

things were different in those days. 



Throughout this artistically fruitful period, there was little or no drop-off between Cline’s A- 

sides and B-sides. The most stunning of these is Cochran’s “Why Can’t He Be You” (the flipside 

of “Heartaches”), on which she turned in one of her most plaintive readings. This collection also 

includes songs cut specifically as album tracks, like “True Love” (a hit for Bing Crosby from the 

1956 film High Society} and Irving Berlin’s “Always,” which demonstrate Cline’s ability to make 

pop standards her own. At the other end of the spectrum is Bob Wills’ western swing staple “San 

Antonio Rose,” recorded the same day as “True Love”—a testament to Patsy’s stylistic range. 

Only four more singles would be released during her lifetime—the assertive “When I Get 

Through With You (You’ll Love Me Too),” the tortured “So Wrong,” the up-tempo change of pace 

“Heartaches” and the quintessential tear-stained ballad “Leavin’ On Your Mind.” All but 

“Heartaches” were country hits, though none broke into the pop top 40. 

Cline’s 15 months of flat-out brilliance ended abruptly on March 6,1963, when a private plane that 

also carried her manager, Randy Hughes, and country singers Hackshaw Hawkins and Cowboy Copas 

crashed en route to Nashville from a date in Kansas City. Patsy was just 30 years old when she died, 

and one can only imagine what she might have accomplished had fate not so cruelly intervened. 

She left a handful of characteristically superb recordings, enough for four more singles. The 

first of these, Don Gibson’s drop-dead gorgeous lament “Sweet Dreams (Of You),” came out five 

weeks after her death (and provided her 1985 film biography with its title); it was followed by 

“Faded Love” (on which her voice seemed to float over the wash of strings), the rueful “When 

You Need A Laugh” and the aching “He Called Me Baby.” Then there was no more. But Patsy’s 

tragically curtailed body of work made up for in quality what it lacked in sheer quantity. 

Cline’s recordings were distinguished by an absolute purity of intent and execution, resulting in 

music that has taken on a life of its own and entered the lives of millions of people. Four decades 

after she left us, the sound of Patsy’s voice remains unmistakable and undeniable; indeed, it seems 

to emanate from the very fabric of America. Patsy Cline is nothing less than a national treasure. 

SY/ 

Bud Scoppa 

March 2004 



i Walkin’ After Midnight 
{Don Hecht-Alan Bock} 

Recorded November 8,1956 

Originally Decca 30221 

Billboard #2 Country for 2 weeks, #12 Pop 

2 A Poor Man’s Roses 

(Or A Rich Man’s Gold) 
(Bob Hiltiard-Milton DeLugg} 

Recorded November 8,1956 

Originally Decca 30221 

Billboard #14 Country 

3. Lovesick Blues 
(Irving Mills-Cliff Friend) 

Recorded January 22,1960 

Originally Decca 31081 

4. I Fall To Pieces 
(Hank Cochran-Harlan Howard} 

Recorded November 16,1960 

Originally Decca 3120S 

Billboard # 1 Count ry for 2 weeks, #12 Pop 

5. True Love 
(Cole Porter) 

Recorded August 1?, 1961 

From Decca LP 4202, Patsy Cline Showcase (1961) 

6. San Antonio Rose 
(Bob Wilis) 

Recorded August 17,19 61 

From Decca LP 4202, Patsy Cline Showcase {1961) 

io Heartaches 
(Al Hoffman-John Klenner) 

Recorded February 12,1962 

Originally Decca 31429 

11. Half As Much 
(Curley Williams) 

Recorded February 13,1962 

From Decca LP 4282, Sentimentally Yours (1962) 

12 When I Get Thru With You 

(You’ll Love Me Too) 
(Harlan Howard) 

Recorded February 28,1962 

Originally Decca 31377 

Billboard #10 Country, #53 Pop 

13. Imagine That 
(Justin Tubb) 

Recorded February 28,1962 

Originally Decca 31377 

Billboard #21 Country, #90 Pop 

19. Faded Love 
(John Wills-Bob Wills) 

Recorded February 4,1963 

Originally Oecca 31522 

Billboard #7 Country, #96 Pop 

14 So Wrong 
(Carl Perkins-Danny Diil-Mel Tiliis) 

Recorded February 28,1962 

Originally Decca 31406 

Billboard # 14 Country, #85 Pop 

is Why Can’t He Be You 
(Hank Cochran) 

Recorded September 5,1962 

Originally Decca 31429 

16 Leavin’ On Your Mind 
(Wayne Walker-Webb Pierce) 

Recorded September 5,1962 

Originally Decca 31455 

Billboard #8 Country, #83 Pop 

17 When You Need A Laugh 
(Hank Cochran) 

Recorded September 5,1962 

Originally Decca 31552 

Billboard #4? Country (1964) 

is Back In Baby’s Arms 
(Bob Montgomery) 

Recorded September 10,1962 

Originally Decca 31483 

20 Always 
(Irving Ber^li) 

Recorded February 5,1963 

From Decca LP 4508, A Portrait Of Patsy Cline (1963) 

Billboard #18 Country 

(1980, when released as MCA 41303) 

21 He Called Me Baby 
(Harlan Howard) 

Recorded February 7,1963 

Originally Decca 31671 

Billboard #23 Country (1964) 

22 Sweet Dreams (Of You) 
(Don Gibson) 

Recorded February 5,1963 

Originally Decca 31483 

Billboard #5 Country, #44 Pop 

All tracks recorded in Nashville 

All tracks produced by Owen Bradley 
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